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Let A, be the irrational rotation algebra. Then there exist non approximately 
bounded pregenerators Si (i = 1, 2) of A, with the same domain such that given a *- 
derivation 6 of A, with D(S) = D(S,), there exist (k, I) E IR* and an approximately 
bounded *-derivation 6, of A, such that 6 = kd, + 16, + 6,, which can be 
considered as a solution of a problem of Sakai for two dimensional space quan- 
tizations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As a quantization of spaces, Sakai [lo] raised the following problem: Can 
one find a simple C*-algebra A and a non approximately bounded 
pregenerator 6, of A such that given a *-derivation S of A with the same 
domain as 6,, there exist a k E R and an approximately bounded *- 
derivation 6, of A such that 6 = kd, + 6,? 
In this paper, we answer the above problem in the two dimensional case. 
Actually, we show the following statement. 
THEOREM. Let A = C(T) be the P-algebra of all continuous functions 
on the one dimensional torus T, and ,LI, = exp t&, be the shift action of T on 
C(T). Suppose G # {e ] is a discrete abelian group and a is a faithful 
homomorphism of G on A commuting with ,LI, then given a *-derivation 6 of 
A X, G with the same domain as 8,,, there exist a k E R, a pregenerator 6,) 
an’approximately bounded *-derivation 6,, and a *-derivation 6, determined 
by an element x in ZL(G, A) such that (i) D(6,) (J= 1, 2) =0(&J, 8,, 
commutes with 6,) and (ii) 6 = k&, + 6, + 6, + 6,, where &(x)(g) = 6,(x(g)) 
for x in D(S,) 0, G, the *-algebra of all D(S,)-valued functions on G with 
finite support, and 6,(a,4( g)) = ax,A(g) (a E D(S,)), for x E ZL(G, A), the 
set of all a-one cocycles of G to A vanishing at e. 
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COROLLARY. There exist a simple F-algebra A with unit and two non 
approximately bounded pregenerators 6,) 6, of A with the same domain such 
that given a *-derivation 6 of A with D(6) = D(Sj) (j = I, 2), there are two 
real numbers k, 1 depending only on 6, and an approximately bounded * 
derivation 6, of A such that (i) D(S,) = D(6) and (ii) 6 = kc?, + Id2 + 6,. 
General theory of unbounded derivations and crossed products are 
referred to 19 ] and [ 81. We also mention that our groups are assumed to he 
abelian throughout the paper. 
2. SEVERAL LEMMAS 
In order to show our Theorem, we prepare several lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let (A, G, a) and (A, H, b) be C-dynamical systems where u 
and /I commute. Then we have that (A X, G)d = A” x, G, where ?,,(x)(g) = 
P&(g))for x E L’(G;A). 
Proof By definition, A” X, G is contained in (A X, G)‘. If the inclusion 
is proper, it follows from [8 ] that (A4 X, G) x, G is properly contained in 
(A X, G)d xd G since both are G-invariant. The latter is contained in 
(A X, G X& G)d. By duality [ 1 I], we have a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2. Let a be an action of a discrete group G on a unital C*- 
algebra A. Let 6, be a quasi well-behaved closed *-derivation of A 
commuting with a. Suppose 6 is a 
D(S) = D(8,,) and (ii) 6 
“-derivation of A X, G such that (i) 
commutes with 6. then 6 is closable. 
Proof Let x E D(6) such that x, + 0, 6(x,) -+y E A X, G. Since x,, -~ 
L:, a:l( g) (a, E D(4,>), &J = Cni&$‘> 4 s> + a: 44 g)) I. Let @ be the 
canonical projection of norm one from A X, G onto A. By (ii), &a,“) E A 
and @(6@(g)) k(h)*) = &A(g)) A(g)* if g = h, -0 otherwise. Let J’ = 
x, y,A( g) be the Fourier expansion of .I’ (y, E A). Then ai + 0 and &a:) + 
a,“6(A( g)) A( g)* -‘.vn (g E G). So o(a,“) +y,. Since D(61,) = D(S,,) and 6,) is 
quasi well-behaved closed, 6/, is closable by [ 2 1. Hence .r, = 0 (g E G) 
which implies y = 0. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3. Let (A, G, a) be as in Lemma 2, and 6, be a closed ‘. 
derivation of A commuting with a. Suppose 6 is a *-derivation of A X, G 
such that D(6) = D(6,), then 6 is relatively bounded on D(6,,) with respect to 
4, 
Proof: It suffices to show that 6 is closable from the Banach *-algebra 
D(S,,) into A X, G. Let a, E D(6,) so that a, + 0 in D(S,,), &a,,) --t x E 
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A X, G. Let Z be the set of all b E D(6,) such that a + 6(ab) is continuous 
from D(6,) into A X, G. Since 6(aA(g)b) =&A(g)) a;‘(a)b + A(g) 
G(a;‘(a)b), and 6, commutes with a, we have xA( g)b = 0 for all g E G and 
b E I. Then @(xA( g))b = 0, where @ is as Lemma 2. So @(x2(g)) is in the 
left annihilator L(Z) of I. Since Z is a two-sided ideal of O(&), it follows 
from the same way as [6] that L(Z) = 0. Thus @(xA(g)) = 0 for all g E G. 
Let x = C x,A( g) be the Fourier expansion of x. Then xg = 0. So x = 0. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 1. Since & is preclosed, one could not directly apply Longo’s 
result. However, the crucial part of the above proof is due to him. 
The next lemma is quite useful to show our main statement though the 
proof itself is elementary: 
LEMMA 4. Let (A, G, a), /I, = exp t6,, and 6 be supposed as in Lemma 3. 
Suppose /I is periodic, then there exist derivations bp, P;, (g E G, n E Z) of 
A x, G such that (i) D(p^ ) = D(P-,) = D(S), (ii) pR = je (g, p) ap 0 6 0 
a-pd’, P;,=l=e Pinvt o 6 o I-, dt, (iii) (fi,); = (p’,); commute with b 
(p’,), = (p^,)i commute with 6. 
Proof: It suffices to show that t -+ 6 o p,(x) and p + 6 0 C;,(x) are 
continuous for all x E D(S). Since p + 6 0 &,(aJ( g)) is continuous, we only 
check that t + 6 0 P,(aA( g)) is continuous for a E O(S,) and g E G. By 
Lemma 3, there is a positive number K such that lIJ(a)ll < K{lla 11 + ~~60(a)ll) 
for every a in O(S,). So we have that 116 0 Pi(a) - 6 0 Ps(a)ll < M{II/3,(a) - 
P&>ll + II& 0 M4 -P, 0 &(a)ll L Q.E.D. 
Remark 2. The derivation (&,), defined above commutes with B and /3. 
LEMMA 5. Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system where A is unital 
abelian and G is discrete. Let p, = exp ta, be a transitive action of T on A 
commuting with a. Suppose 6 is a *-derivation of A X, G such that (i) 
D(6) = D(6,) and (ii) 6 commutes with oi, B, then there exist a k E IA and a 
przgyrtor 6, of A x, G such that (i) D(6,) = D(&), 6, IA = 0 and (ii) 6 = 
0 1’ 
Proof. By Lemma 2, 6 is closable. So we may assume that 6 is closed. 
Let x E C*(G). Then there is a net (x,} of D(S) which converge to x. Let 
y, = JTB,(x,) dt E (A x, G)! Since (A x, G)B = C*(G) by Lemma 1, y, -+ x. 
Since 6 commutes a and 6 is closed, we have that y, E O(S) n C*(G) and 
~YJ E C*(G). So ~lcx,, is a closed *-derivation of C*(G). Let F be the 
Fourier isomorphism of C*(G) onto the C*-algebra C(G) of continuous 
functions on G. Let 8 = F o 6 o F-‘. Since 6 commutes a and F 0 a 0 F-’ is 
the shift of G on C(G), it follows from Goodman [5] and Nakazato [7] that 
there exists a one parameter subgroup (pl) of G such that &f)(p) = 
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lim,, r ‘(f(p,p) -f(p)) for all f in O(8). Since (g, .) E D(8). we have 
6(?,(g)) = Z(g) 1(g) for all g in G, where a(g) = lim,, t ‘(( g, p,) - 1). Let 
6,(a/l( g)) = a(g) a1( g) for a E O(S,) and g E G. Then it is a pregenerator of 
A x, G such that D(S,) = D(&,) and 6, IA = 0. Since 6 is a closed * 
derivation of A with O(61,) = O(S,), it follows from Batty [ 11 that there 
exists an fe A such that 61, =fSO. Since 6l,d commutes with /I and ,/?, = 
exp td,, P,(f) =f for all t E T. Sof= kl for some k E F!. Therefore we have 
(W(g)) = k&(a) A(g) + a%)A(g> = 6% + 6,)Wg)). Q.E.D. 
Remark 3. The pregenerator 6, defined above would be written as 
8, = r6’ for some r E II?, where 6’ is independent of 6. Actually if G = ,.‘. we 
have 6’(u,l(n)) = i&.(n) for a E O(8) and n E .,-. 
LEMMA 6. Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system where A is abelian 
trnd G is discrete. Let 6 be a linear mapping of a ‘“-subalgebra D(S) of A into 
A such that 6(ab)= J(a)a,(b) + a&b), (a, b E D(S)) for a fixed g# e. 
Suppose there exists a unifury u E D(S) such that 1 @ sp(a,(u) u*), then we 
huz>e 6 = a,(a, - id) on D(S) f-l C*(u)for some u4 E A. 
Proof: By assumption. we have &u”) = xi. :, a,(~~) u ~k6(~) I(” ‘. Since 
I G sp(a,?(u) u”). we have that Ci:i a(~~) u -’ = (a,(u”) u ’ - I ) 
far(u) u* - I)-‘. So cS(zP) = d(u) u*(a,(u) u’” - 1) ‘(au - id)(u”) = 6(u) 
(aK(zc) -- u) ‘(aR- id)(u”) for all n E B since S(l)= 0. Put u,=o‘(z~) 
(a,(u) - ~1)~ ‘. Since a,(a, - id) is bounded on A, the conclusion follows. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 4. By the above lemma, there is no unbounded a,-cocycle 
closed *-derivation if a, has an eigenunitary generating A. 
LEMMA 7. Let A = C(T), and ,8, = exp t8 be the action of T on A 
associated to the rotation by t. Suppose a is a faithful action of a discrete 
group G on A commuting with j3, then given a *-derivation 6 of A X, G such 
that (i) D(S) = D(&) and (ii) 6 commutes with ,8, there exist a k in a?, a 
pregenerutor 6,) and an approximately bounded *-derivation 6, of A X, G 
such that (i) D(6,) = D(S), 6, IA = 0, (ii) D(6,) = D(S), &(1(g)) = 0 for ail g 
in G, and (iii) 6 = k$, + 6, + 6,. 
ProoJ Let u be a unitary such that A = C*(u). pi(u) = e”u. 
I 4: sp(a,(u) u*), g # e. Let fig (g E G) be as in Lemma 4. By definition, we 
have 6 = x, fiR on O(S) since @&a) = 6(a)(g) A(g) and F@(h)) = &A(h)) 
(g + h) A(g + h) for the Fourier expansion of 6(a) = & 6(a)(g) /2(g) and 
&/l(h)) = C, &A(h))(g) A(g). Since 6 commutes with /?, it follows from 
Lemma 5 that p^, = k$@ + 6, on D(s), where k, 6, are as in Lemma 5. Let 
6,(u) = b,(a) 1(g)* for a in D(6,) (g # e). Then 6, satisfy the condition of 
Lemma 6. So by assumption we have 6, = ~,(a, - id) on D(8,) for some a, 
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in A. Since 6 commutes with @ and a commutes with p, we have ug E 6 1. 
Then G&4 = qag - W(Q) h) = b,~tg)~ al. Hence ~g,(~W> = 
b&u) L(h) + u&@(h)) = [a&), al(h)] + M,(W)). Since Pg - ad@,~tg)) is 
a derivation on D(S), we have b8(l(h)) = 0 for h in G. In fact, since 
p”,@(h)) = 6@(h))( g + h) A( g + h), we have that ai I 0 6(A(h + k)) 
(h + k + g)u = ai1 0 6@(h))@ + g) a,(u) + 6(A(k))(k + g)u for all h and k 
in G. Since 1 E O(S), we have 6(1)(g) = 0. So 6(11(h))(h + g) = 0 for all h in 
G or a,(u) = U. Since 1 @ sp(a,(u) a*), we have &A(h))@ + g) = 0 for all 
h E G. Consequently 6 = kJ,, + 6, + C,,, ad(u,A(g)) on O(S). Let 8, = 
adCL g a A(g)) for a finite set F of G - {e} with F = -F. Then 8, are 
bounded *-derivations of A x, G such that S,@(h)) = 0 and 6, converge to 
4 pointwisely on O(S), where W@)) = Cg+,l%~td~ Ml1 
(= (6 - b,)(u) I(h)). Then 6 = k& + 6, + 8, on O(S) and &(A( g)) = 0 for all 
g in G. Q.E.D. 
Remark 5. In the case of discrete abelian groups, the Fourier expansion 
of any element of A x, G can be taken in the uniform sense. In fact, taking a 
net (f,} of positive definite functions on G with finite supports converging to 
1, one can show that C,fr(g) u,A(g) converge to c, u,A(g) E A X, G 
uniformly. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 
Let u be a unitary as in Lemma 7. Since p commutes with a and /3 is 
ergodic, we have a,(u) U* E G 1. Since A = C*(U) and a is faithful, there are 
c, # 1 (g # e) such that a,(u) = c,u. So 1 @ sp(a,(u) u*) (g # e). Let P;, be 
as in Lemma 3. Since fi,, commutes with p, it follows from Lemma 7 that 
&, = k’s, + S; t S;, where 8j are as in Lemma 7. Since & 0 i” 0 j(-’ = ei”‘Fti 
(n E Z), & o p’,(A( g)) = e”“c,#( g)). Since p[(u”) = e”“u”, we have that 
u-“p”@(g)) E (A x, G)B = C*(G). So there are b(n, g) E C*(G) such that 
p”,@(g)) = u”b(n, g) (n E Z>. Let Q(g)) = Ch Wdg))(h) k(h) be the 
Fourier expansion of s@(g)), and b(n, g) = Ch b(n, g)(h) A(h) be of b(n, g). 
Then we have that &A( g))(h) = u(O) + Cnt,, b(n, g)(h) U” where a(O) is the 
O-component of the expansion of s(A( g))(h) in A since A = C*(U) and 
p,(u) = e”u. Since &, = k’&, -t S’, + S,,, we have p’,(A( g)) = a(g) A(g). By 
unicity, s,/?,(S(A( g))(h)) dt = a(g) 1 (g # h), = 0 (otherwise), which is 
nothing but a (0). Therefore we deduce that &A(g)) = a(g) A(g) t 
Ch Cnzo b(%g)@)u”m) = a( + CnZO~“w~g) = Q)~(g) + 
cn.oFnt~tg))* M oreover, 6(u) = C,b&u) for all a E O(S,). It follows from 
Lemma 6 that bg(u) =&(a, - id)(u) A(g) for some& E A (g # e). So p”,(u) = 
[f,A( g), a] for all a E O(S,). Since p^, commutes with ei, we have be(u) E A 
for all a E O(S,). Since (De), commutes with a^ and j, it follows from 
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Lemma 5 that (S,),‘= k$,, + 6,, where k, 6, are as in Lemma 5. Then 
l‘T e-‘p, 0 be(u) dt = k&,(u). Since pi(u) = e”u, we have 6,(u) = iu. Let 
b,(u) = C, a,u” (a E C). Then a, = ik. Therefore be(u) = k&(u) + 
c ,,+, a,~“. Since p^, is a *-derivation, we deduce that fi,(u”) = rib,(u) unm ’ = 
knS,(u)u”-’ + CmZl na,um+“-’ = kSO(un) + Cm*, na,u”+“-‘. Hence 
p”,(u”) A( g) = k&,(uL( g)) + C,, I numum+n-‘L(g). Consequently, we have 
that 6(u”A(g)) = J(u”) A(g) + u”W(g)) = 0% + J,)(u”~(g)) - 
fh+$.Jh!h) u’~s~(g~ + CmfO u”P’,(%N + Zm,o flu,+ 1 uncmd(g). Since 
*-derivation, so 
F- Lt?l#ll ~n+mbhg)) + CmZo na,, ,unfmA(g). 
is sL&Jw~ u”l 4g) -+ 
IfhW>~ u”l~(k!) i 
U”l.sd(~>~ n(g)1 = IfJ(h>T u”qg)l, u”4g) +-+ u”CC,*o &@(g)) 
~h~elf,,,l(h),,l(g)]) +CmtOnu,+,umt”l(g) is a *-derivation. Let a .= 
-Y ‘Lamto u,+,umEA. Conventionally, define u(A( g)) = x3,,, b,,,(A( g)) 
xh +.[f,n(h), A(g)]. We also put fl(u”A(g)) = u”a(L( g)) + nuu”;l( g). Since 
8Jun) = inu”, we see nuu”/2( g) = (-i) u&(u”J.( g)). Now since 
d(unA( g) urnA( = d(u”,l(g)) urnA + unL( g) d(u”‘A(h)), we can show that 
Un+*a(;c( g)) A(h) - unc+q g)) a-&U*) cqh) = tn(a,(u) - a) Un+ml( g + h ). 
Taking their norms of both hand sides, one has that ;ml /la,(a) -- al! < 
2 iiu(A( g))ll for all m in X. Therefore a,(u) = a for all g in G. which implies 
a = cl for some c in G. By definition of a, we see a = 0. So u”u(L(g)) =. 
u(A(g)) aJum) for all g in G and m in J!. Since a,(u) = c, u and c, z I 
(g f e), we have that u(A( g)) = a@( g))(g) A(g), where u@(g))(g) is the g- 
component of the Fourier expansion of 0(1(g)). In fact, consider the Fourier 
coefficients u@(g))(k), k E G, of u(A(g)). S ince we know u@(g)) a I(um) == 
u*u(L( g)), we have a@( g))(k) an-&urn) = ~“a@( g))(k) for all k in G. Then 
a(d(g))(k)=O if kfg. Put x, = u(A(g))( g). Then x,, = 0. Since 
u.(k( g + h)) = u@(g)) A(h) + A(g) u(A(h)), we have X, i ,, = .v~ + ax(xh) for all 
g. h in G. Namely, x E Zk(G, A), the set of all a-one cocycles of G into A 
vanishing at e. So we have that d(u”A(g)) = u”.u,& g) for some .V in 
Z,!,(G. A). Therefore we have that 8(unA( g)) = (c6,, + 6,)(u”;l( g)) + 
,h-tejj~A(h),u”A(g)] +dx(u”l(g)) for all g in G and n in 9, where \- 
n‘&d”iL(g)) == u”x,l(g) for x E Z(G, A). Let 6,(uL(g)) = ShEI.IfhL(h). aA( 
(a E D(h‘,), gE G) for a finite set F of G - !e} with F = --F. Then 6, is a 
bounded *-derivation for all F, and 6, + J2 pointwisely. Hence ij. is approx 
imately bounded. This completes the proof. Q.f:..l). 
Proof’ qf‘ Corollary 
Let il be the irrational rotation algebra, namely, the crossed product 
C(7‘) x,, ” of C(T) by the action a of an irrational angle 19. Let p, = exp td,, 
be the shift action of T on C(T). Then it suffices to show from Theorem and 
Remark 3 that given a x in Zb(H, C(T)). there exist a constant c and an 
approximately bounded derivation 6, of A such that (5, = ~8, + 6: on 
D(6”) G, ,.“, where 6,=expt6,. In fact, let .Y,=~~..c,,~u~E C(T). 
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c,,~ E C. Since x,+, = x, + a,(x,) for all n, m in H, we have that c,+,,~ = 
c ,,k + einkec,,,k for all k, n, m in H. Then c,,~ = (xi”;; eiike) c,,~ (n > 1). So 
x, = Ckf,, dk(einke - 1) uk + c,,~, where d, = cl,k(eike - l)-’ for k # 1. 
Therefore ~,(u”‘~(n)) = umx,J(n) = Ck+,, dkum(a,(uk) - uk) l(n) + 
cn,oumG4 = c k+O d,[u”l(n), u”] + c~.Y,(zP~(n)) (n > l), where c = (-i) c,,~. 
Since d, = c-l,k(e-ike - l)-’ for k = 1, we conclude that 6,(u”A(n)) = 
c kfO ad(-dkuk)(u”A(n)) + c~,(u”‘A(n)) for all m, n in Z. This completes the 
proof. Q.E.D. 
Remark 6. In the corollary, two pregenerators and are exclusively 
considered by Connes [3,4]. 
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